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In a move that is sure to bring joy to the hearts of 
the Theresian family, Pope Francis will canonise 
Blessed Louis and Zélie Martin, parents of our 
patron St. Thérèse of Lisieux, at a ceremony at 
the Vatican on Oct.18.  The canonisation will 
mark the first time that parents have ever been 
elevated together as a couple to sainthood.

The event takes place less than three weeks after 
the Oct.1 feast of their daughter St.Thérèse, 
doctor of the Church and patroness of the 
Missions.  It also takes place during the General 
Assembly of the Synod 
of Bishops on the Family 
in Rome which runs from 
Oct. 4-25.

Louis Martin, a jeweller 
and watchmaker, and 
Marie Azélie Guérin, a 
lace-maker, were devout 
French Catholics who 
had each considered a 
religious vocation before 
marriage but had either 
not qualified or been discouraged.  They were 
married in 1858 and lived in celibacy for a year.  
They later had nine children but lost four in 
infancy.

As parents they raised their children in a very 
Catholic environment which included daily 
Mass, the strict observance of fasts, and prayers 
in keeping with the rhythm of the liturgical year. 
The family also practiced charity, visiting the 
sick and elderly, and welcoming strangers to 
their table.

A Saintly Family Yorick Fonseca

This upbringing had a deep impact on their five 
daughters who all joined religious life:

1. Marie, a.k.a. Sr. Marie of the Sacred Heart 
of the Carmelite order in Lisieux

2. Pauline, a.k.a. Mother Agnes of Jesus of the 
Carmelite order in Lisieux

3. Léonie, a.k.a. Sr. Françoise-Thérèse of the 
Visitation Sisters at Caen

4. Céline, a.k.a. Sr. Genevieve of the Holy 
Face, at the Carmelite order in Lisieux

5. Marie-Françoise-Thérèse (later St.   
      Thérèse) of the Carmelite order in Lisieux

Zelie Martin died of 
breast cancer in 1877 at 
the age of 45, leaving 
Louis to care for their 
five young daughters 
including Thérèse who 
was just four at the time.  
Her husband Louis died 
in 1894 at the age of 70, 
a f t e r  s u f f e r i ng  tw o 
strokes in 1889 followed 
by a prolonged illness.

Louis and Zelie were beatified in Oct. 2008 by 
Pope Benedict XVI.  A miracle attributed to the 
couple was recognized on March 18 this year by 
Pope Francis, who approved the decree for their 
canonisation at a June 27 consistory of Bishops 
at the Apostolic Palace.
  
The canonisation which takes place during the 
Synod on the Family highlights the important 
role that Catholic parents play in the human and 
spiritual upbringing of their children.
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Proclamation of the kingdom of God is the primary 
mandate of the universal Church.  The final call of 
Jesus was, “Go therefore and make disciples of all 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father 
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them 
to observe all things that I have commanded you.” 
(Matt 28:19-20)

The mission of the Church is, in reality, the 
continuation of Christ's earthly ministry.  Jesus 
inaugurated God's kingdom on earth in this way: 
“He has sent me to bring the good news to the poor, 
to heal the broken-hearted, to bring deliverance to 
the captives, sight to the blind and liberty to the 
oppressed.” (Luke 4:18-19)

Secondly, to serve as a community of worshipers 
and to manifest the presence and love of Jesus. “Where two or three are gathered in my 
name I am there in the midst of them.” (Matt 18:20)  The community is founded on the 
virtue of Love. “By this all will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one 
another. (John 13:35)

Thirdly, to influence the world with the ideals of the Lord. “You 
are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its flavour, what use 
does it have?”  Further, “You are the light of the world.  A city 
built on a hill top cannot be hidden” (Matt. 5:13-14).  “Let your 
light so shine before men that they may see your good works and 
glorify your Father in heaven.” (Matt. 5:16)

Every Christian is called to participate in the Mission of Christ by 
virtue of his or her baptism.  Thus, every Christian is a missionary, 
an evangelizer for Christ.  Mission Sunday is just a reminder of 
this call.
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Malyalam: 11:00am.
Hindi: 4:30pm.
Sunday School, Confirmation Class,
First Holy Communion Class
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Novena to Our Lady of Perpetual Succour:
Wednesdays after 7:00am & 7:00pm Mass.

CONFESSIONS:
Wednesdays: 6:45am & 6:30pm,
First Friday: 6:30pm & Saturdays: 6:30pm.
 
BAPTISMS:
2nd & 4th Sunday, 10:00am. Mass

OFFICE TIMINGS:
9:00am to 11:00am &
5:00pm to 7:00pm.
Closed on Sundays & Bank Holidays

MARRIAGE:
Regarding marriage formalities meet
the priest on duty well in advance.
Bring your latest Baptism Certificate
(issued not more than six months earlier)
and copy of Marriage Preparation Course
Certificate.

BURIAL:
Copies of Death Certificate & 
Municipal Burial permission required.
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Send in your suggestions / feedback to us at 
the parish office or at parishvision@gmail.com

www.sttheresasbandra.org
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Sheila Fernandes

aising my two sons wasn't exactly smooth 
sailing, yet there were some magical experiences as 
they grew up.  I always felt so blessed to have each of 
them in my life.  Graduating to a grandparent a little 
over a year ago, however, was like being taken to a 
whole new level of magic.

Unfortunately, as long-distance grandparents, we miss 
the day-to-day details of our little grand-daughter.  We 
do try to communicate with her via a computer screen 
in our effort to establish the foundation for a strong 
long-term relationship, but it's not the same as being 
able to hug, kiss, snuggle or tickle her in person.  Face 
time matters, though I admit that the internet is an 
enormous improvement over mere phone calls, 
especially when the little ones cannot carry on a 
conversation.

Often I hear grandparents who live in the same house 
as their offspring complain that, although they adore 
the grandkids, they frequently feel exhausted and put 
upon.  There are also grandparents who relocate to be 
near the grandkids and become an integral part of their 
daily lives, but end up pining for their former lives and 
friends.

Then again there are grandparents who live next door 
to the grandkids and make them the central focus of 
their daily lives.  Once the kids start school, make 
friends, and get involved in all sorts of activities, they 
crib about feeling left out.
  
This is the natural course of things explain 
psychiatrists who advise grandparents to love the kids, 
dote on them, and be there for them to the degree that 
one can, but in the meantime not to forget they too 
should have and enjoy their own lives and that you too 
have a life.
 
Whateve r  be  t he  j oys  o r  d i s appo in tmen t s  o f 
grandparenthood, the aim should be to leave behind 
memories which will help our grandchildren on their 
journey of life.

The Circle of Life 

October 2015
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Ian & Odelle D'Silva

It is a privilege to be asked to write a few lines on such an important topic.  It 
must mean that we're probably doing something right with raising our kids.  
It does not mean however that we are experts on the subject, but we have 
hopefully learnt from our mistakes and are still learning.

Mary and Joseph had many trials and tribulations both before and after the 
birth of Jesus.  It was part of God's divine plan that Jesus be born and brought 
up in a family – the Holy Family is always there as an inspiration for us.  And, 
like us, every parent wants to make sure that their children grow up strong in 
the faith and develop good habits and values.

What we have realized is that this cannot happen unless we as parents get out of our own comfort zones, 
go the extra mile, and walk the talk.  For example if we are laid back about prioritizing church activities, 
or are disorganized, or prone to lying to get out of situations, then no amount of sermonizing will get 
through to our kids … it just won't ring true.

However it does not mean that parents will be perfect all the time, or will not argue in front of the kids 
(much as we try to!).  What we feel is important is getting back on track, forgiving and explaining our 
imperfections to them and getting up each time we fall, like Jesus did.

Being involved as a couple in the Pre-Baptism Catechesis happened by chance and we could have left 
many a time, but the learnings and insights we've gained have kept us going.  We often ask parents, 
when do they feel is the right time to start introducing their child to the faith?  We get varied answers 
like 2 years, or when they are old enough to understand, etc.
  
It is quite a revelation to most when we explain that just as the baby in the womb can sense mummy's 
moods and emotions, daddy's voice, etc. it's never too early to begin the spiritual nourishment  of the 
baby i.e. right from the womb.  Mums and Dads are both encouraged to sing hymns or psalms to their 
babies and pray aloud together. 
 
What we have also learnt is that before any catechism class or bible reading, children learn “the gospel 
according to mummy n daddy.”  That is to say, how daddy treats mummy or mummy talks to daddy and 
the extended family, is their first experience of what God's love is and can be.

Now as parents of teenagers, the electronic media – TV, mobile phone, internet – seems to be the biggest 
challenge of parents.  At a recent seminar on “Media and its effects on the family” held by the Daughters 
of St. Paul, one gained new insights and realized that modern media in itself is neutral i.e. neither good 
nor bad, it is how we choose to use it.

We may blame our children's problems on the media, gadgets and bad friends but finally it comes down 
to us.  Do we want our little sheep to go astray or get lost?  Like the many times that Jesus has helped his 
sheep by nudging them in to keep them from getting lost, we too must try to lead our children to the one 
true shepherd so that even when we are not around to “be on their case” their compass will continue to 
point to the true north, that is to Jesus.  We try sitting down with our kids and discussing the good and 
bad things of life, and help them to understand that no matter what they do, they can depend on our love.
 
It is only through love that they will grow daily in grace and in knowledge of our faith and then one day 
pass it down to their children.

Catholic Parenting
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Surrender all, and you will gain all Annabel

he other day a friend and I were having an interesting conversation which centered on the future of our 
children in today's rat-race world with rising inflation. Both of us were concerned about whether we were 
bringing them up in the right manner to face the challenges of the world.  Our main worry was whether they 
would acquire the education needed for a good job with a salary adequate to afford a house.

A few days later while still in this state of mind, I happened to read Matthew 19:20-22.  In this passage, a rich 
man asks Jesus what good deed he must do to have eternal life.
 
Jesus tells him “sell all you have and give the money to the poor, then follow me.” It was the counsel Jesus 
gave, denoting earthly wealth and materialism as the stumbling block to eternal life, that made me ask 
myself: would having a fancy house, car, fame or accumulating earthly treasures help me gain eternal life?

I slowly grasped the true meaning of the passage.  It then occurred to me that worrying about whether my 
children will get good jobs and have a good lifestyle seems so inconsequential as compared to surrendering 
to the will of God to gain eternal life. 
 
As Dale Evans said, “I spent most of my life searching for the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Then I 
finally found it at the foot of the Cross.” And I say, “Surrender all, and you will gain all.”

MY DIVINE CALL Sr. Liza Rose CSST

An urge from within
It matters in life

If an egg is broken from the outside … Life comes to an end
When that egg breaks from within … Life is born
Great things always begin from that power within

The story of my religious life began in 1983.  I was 15 years old, a village girl from the High Range 
of Munnar in Kerala, who had never heard or met any religious nuns in my life.  Then, from out of 
the blue, an unknown priest visited my home and asked what I wanted to be in the future.  Without 
a second thought I said “a nun.”  I don't know from where that word came as I had no ideas about 
nuns.  It felt as though someone had put the words in my mouth.

Then, when the local Parish Priest called to inquire about my vocation, I bluntly refused to accept 
th

the words I had uttered.  All the same on 18  June 1983, I was taken to meet Bishop Cornelius 
Elanjical, Bishop of Kottayam, Kerala to get permission to join the convent.  The Bishop asked me 
which Congregation I wanted to join.  I had no idea but blurted out the word 'Carmelite.'  So the 
Bishop permitted me to go to the Cloistered Carmel Convent.  Within five minutes we were called 
back however and the Bishop said that my vocation is to the Carmelite Sisters of St. Teresa 
(CSST).

Being the eldest in my family, it was a heart breaking experience for me to leave my parents, little 
brother and two sisters for the first time and go to a place that was completely strange.  But I 
experienced a tremendous joy when I finally said my YES to the Lord of my Life.  I embraced a 
larger Divine Family.  Today I serve here at Duruelo Convent as a teacher in the secondary school 

th
on 24  Road, within St. Theresa's Parish.

Are you willing to leave your small family and embrace a larger Family and go into the unknown where 
the Lord Jesus is waiting for YOU?  Come … He waits for you to be His Message of Love.

Pause to Ponder

October 2015
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A Celebration of the Shower of Roses!
Feast of St. Thérèse of Lisieux
It is but most appropriate that the feast of our patroness, St. of Thérèse 
Lisieux, patron of the Missions, should be celebrated in October, the month 
dedicated to the Missions! For our parish, the shower of roses comes down 
in the form of the bonding, accord and harmony among the community as it 
works shoulder to shoulder to celebrate the feast.
 
St. Thérèse has been a highly influential model of sanctity for Catholics and 
for others because of the "simplicity and practicality of her approach to the 
spiritual life."  In her quest for sanctity, she believed that it was not 
necessary to accomplish heroic acts or great deeds in order to attain holiness 
and to express her love of God. And we follow in her footsteps!

The four days preparation prior to the feast which was celebrated this year 
th

on Sunday 4  October, not only aims to draw every member of the parish 
community into the fold but also renews our commitment to the parish 
vision of becoming a 'sharing, caring, serving and praying' community!
 
The Fourdum commenced on a high note with all the contents that make a 
Eucharist the 'Source and Summit of Christian spirituality!'  The theme of 
'sharing' was beautifully illustrated with a short documentary on the parents 
of St. , Blessed Louise and Zélie Martin, who groomed their Thérèse
daughters for convent life and eventually for sainthood.  With the 'Sharing 
of God's Word' as their theme, Zone 4 presented a lively demonstration of 
how even a 'topper' can be turned away from heaven if found lacking in the 
virtue of sharing the Word. Glow-sticks were distributed as bookmarks to 
every family as a reminder that one needs to break to shine and bring the 
light of Christ to the dark world around.
    
A relic of St.  was installed on the altar of repose for public Thérèse
veneration and will remain there until the day her parents Blessed Louis and 

th
Zélie Martin are canonized on 18  October, 2015.
 
Zone 1 took on the task of sharing with us the virtue of 'caring', caring for 
others, caring for creation and caring for the sick and old. The ease with 
which relevant examples from daily life were knitted into the skit was 
amazing! The news of the problems facing the country such as the drought 
in Maharashtra was effectively lightened with a dose of humour.  
Appropriate audio-visuals, music and dance transformed the skit into a 
complete and enriching experience for the congregation.
   

Vera Alvares

October 2015

Celebrants at the Feast Mass New Theresian Hymnal Released Fr. Michael Fernandes SDB

Theresian Youth Choir (TYC) led by Aloise

Participation in the Fourdum

The next day's liturgy was prepared by Zone 2. The homily during the Eucharist the next day prepared the 
ground for sowing the seeds of 'serving' through a powerful message of how the Mission of the Church is 
love and service. God's creation too serves humanity with its 'little ways.' Bees, unable to gather nectar to 
produce honey for humanity in the absence of light became helpless and confused!  But humans live and 
serve in the light of Christ that is deep within each one of us.  Children and youth with their lively 
performance as bees and flowers and a light-house touched many hearts in the congregation!

Zone 3 which is blessed with the inclusion of religious sisters engaged in communication, excelled in 
conveying the importance of prayer in Christian life.  A daily intercession to Mother Mary can tilt the scales 
in one's favour when it is time to knock on heaven's door. One bead of the Holy Rosary adds manifold 
weight to the list of good deeds, allowing the pilgrim to gain entry into paradise. 'Prayer' came across as a 
powerful instrument that makes melodious music in the band of Christian spirituality!
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
After the grand preparation, the feast day celebrations were the crowning glory our patroness would have 
been proud of! The Khar Band, always at the service of the parish, enhanced the beauty of the proceedings.  
The solemn procession of laity and celebrants, the celestial music by the choir, the ceremony of blessing and 
releasing the new hymn book, and the meaningful message from the pulpit by Fr. Michael Fernandes SDB, 
were moments to treasure for all Theresians.

The fun-time later conducted in the school grounds began with a march-past, 
drawing the young and young-at-heart, resplendent in their zonal colours, to 
participate. Team games, in which our religious parishioners were 
victorious, were played with a competitive spirit! Stalls with food and other 
items, games like, Queen of Sheba were enjoyed by all and there was an 
ample display of the sporting spirit of the parish!
  
God bless the organising team!!

Fun-time Pictures
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Those Were the Days Karen Gomez

(Editor's Note: Karen Gomez née Pereira, daughter of Sydney and Betty Pereira, is 
th

from 'Queen's Corner' on 16  Road. She served the parish in several capacities – 
Parish Council member, Liturgy Committee member, the Theresian Youth 
Movement (TYM) Core Group member, Pushpa Club Zonal Captain etc. She also 
sang in several parish choirs and taught at Sunday School and Vacation Bible Joy. 
She now lives in Yokohama, Japan and serves in the parish of Sacred Heart 
Cathedral there.)

St Theresa's.  It's home.  Always has been.  For me, coming home is always 
inextricably linked to St. Theresa's and we regularly make it to Mumbai once a year 

for the Christmas holidays - always the best time to visit in my opinion!  And it's when I'm greeting fellow 
parishioners and fond familiar faces after the Midnight Mass that reminiscences of the past never fail to 
resurface. So it's a pleasure to pen these lines as I take a trip down memory lane.

My earliest memories of St Theresa's are playing in the lawns near the grotto with other little children.  Later 
we traversed those same lawns chatting with friends in the Children's Choir after which we graduated to 
other choirs including Fr Charles' Christmas and Holy Week choirs.  As a teenager, my college days were 
filled with Theresian Youth Club ventures including Youth Missions, socials, Summer Club activities and 
organizing them with the rest of the core team.  We went to Mass together, worked at planning several 
activities together and partied together.  It was here that impromptu picnics and parties were organized 
amongst ourselves, giving way to long-lasting friendships and even romances and marriages.

I remember my parents being most aghast at the number of parties I was suddenly going to, as the entire 
group of friends would show up at each other's places asking for parental permission to party.  We called 
ourselves 'the Convincing Committee!'  If my parents needed to “control my behaviour,” I was grounded 
from “going to Mass” – that's how much our social lives revolved around it!!!

How can I not mention the Zonals and the ensuing excitement which lasted from July (Vocals & 
Instrumentals) to September (Dramatics).  At one point, our Zonals were the best in the whole of Bandra 
with a winner for each age group to be found in 'Little Flower - Numbers 1 and 2' winning the South West 
zone its trophy.  Nothing could quite compare to the atmosphere and camaraderie as zones competed and 
cheered.  With spirit such as that, who needed cheerleaders?!  I remember my friends from elsewhere 
coming to watch the Dramatics and the Vocals, as the standard was always so high.

I remember the weeks before Christmas as always being particularly crazy.  I would rush back from St 
Xavier's (college too was replete with Christmas concerts and choirs) in the late afternoon directly to church 
where we used to train a few Sunday School kids to participate in the Christmas skit performed before the 
Midnight Mass, then immediately after Mass, help organize and join the carol-singing to the various 
assigned sectors of the parish.
  
At this juncture, the huge truck carrying the loud speakers, equipment and Santa, and accompanying carol 
singers had been discontinued but a mini-van had replaced it to accompany us. After singing everywhere but 
for a longer time in the buildings or colonies that housed our parishioners (we were often served coffee or 
biscuits there), we would be done by 10:00pm or so, after which we would make it on time (often, not so!) to 
the Christmas choir rehearsal and reach home by midnight.  Our voices would be hoarse by Christmas Day, 
but who cared.

October 2015 9

 
Although marriage led me out of St. Theresa's to neighbouring St Anne's, I would always end up for Masses, 
feasts and programmes back at St. Theresa's and continued to teach at Sunday School as well as at Vacation 
Bible Joy, the latter with Livia at the helm.
 
It's been just seven years that we've been living and working abroad and time has flown.  In Yokohama, we 
belong to the parish that congregates at Sacred Heart Cathedral. The cathedral has two parallel 
congregations: a local Japanese one, and an international one comprising foreigners who come and go 
depending on their job contracts, as well as those who've been living in Japan for a long time.  Indeed, 
history dates the existence of foreigners in this part of Yokohama back to World War II times.  We are truly 
blessed to be part of this international parish community comprising people of different nationalities from 
all over the world.
 
Here, my grounding and experience at St Theresa's stood me in good stead as the Lord gradually led me to 
ministry work in various areas.  Besides being the chairperson of the International Parish Council, I've been 
organising the Sunday School program for the parish children for the past three years, apart from training 
catechists, formulating the curriculum, actual teaching and administration work.
  
It must be remembered that in countries such as Japan, the numbers of participants cannot be compared to 
numbers back home and if we have fifty children enrolled with us from all age groups combined for the 
academic year, it is a good year!  I also conduct a Bible Study in church where I teach from the Word of God 
– something I just continued from where I left off in Bandra (where I led a Women's Bible Study cell at my 
home under the umbrella of the St. Anne's Prayer Group, as authorized to do so by The Catholic Bible 
College, Mumbai).

And then my husband Savio and I together bring out the parish newsletter.  I edit the newsletter while he 
takes care of the design and layout.  Recently, we joined the 'Couples For Christ' movement (which has a 
presence whenever there is a Filipino community around) where we pray and fellowship with other couples 
once a month.

I'm sure St. Theresa's today is still vibrant although some activities have had to change with the times.  But 
each year I visit St. Theresa's, I find the faithful more fervent in their worship as they grow in the Lord, that I 
can't help but feel a sense of pride in my heritage, in my people and in my home church.
 
In fact, I often tell our parishioners here about the wealth of Catholic spirituality back home often flowing 
from powerful charismatic prayer groups (which they often find difficult to believe – after all, 'isn't India 
full of Hindus??')  But we gleefully shatter those stereotypes as we recollect and realize how blessed we are 
to be able to call St. Theresa's home.

October 2015

Inviting Classified Ads
Vision is launching a new section of Classified 
Ads to cater to the needs of parishioners who 
may want to announce special birthday 
tributes, wedding anniversaries, memorials, 
items for sale, services offered, etc.  

Please contact the parish office for our very 
reasonable Ad rates.
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To Walk with the Lord!

The Lord calls …He wants to walk with me
To hold my hand, steady my step,
To be a lamp for my feet and a light unto my path.

When morning breaks, He is at my bedside waiting
I brush Him aside - I'll attend to you later
Now I need to attend to my family. I have uniforms to press
Lunches to pack and send them on their way
Wishing them a good day…

Time to cherish the first refreshing cup to fortify myself
And I see His reflection on the surface, a reminder He is waiting
No time, I need to sustain myself to work the day out
I have chores to do, miles to walk.

Dusting, cleaning, cooking, putting the house in order
While my life waits to be put in order.
Savouring a snack, quenching a drink to sustain my body
But the one who sustains and nourishes my soul
Waits on the sideline, waiting, waiting....

The day ends around the sacrificial altar in the house of the Lord
And I raise my voice in song and prayer - Walk with me O Lord
He who has waited the whole day to walk with me
Taps my conscience – 
But it was you who insisted on walking alone today!!

“Make time to walk with me in your life, which is my gift to you”, says the Lord to every parishioner 
of St. Theresa's.  Come and refresh at the Living waters of the Outreach programme to be conducted 
by Rev. Fr. Augustine Vallooran VC and his team from Pota, in our parish in November, 2015!

Vera Alvares

The Archdiocese of Bombay will host the National Eucharistic Congress 2015 at the St. 
Pius X College, Archdiocesan Seminary Complex, Goregaon, from Nov. 12-15, to 
commemorate the Golden Jubilee of the 38th International Eucharistic Congress held in 
Mumbai in 1964.

The theme of the Congress, The Eucharist: Nourished by Christ to Nourish Others, invites 
us all to be filled with the Lord and to reflect his grace to others.  The four-day program will 
address the challenge of this message in the Indian context.

A highlight of the Congress will be the Statio Nationalis scheduled at Bhatebander, Mata Valankani Shrine, 
Uttan which will give participants a taste of the local culture.

The Congress will be attended by the Papal Legate and five representatives from each of the 167 dioceses 
and archdioceses in India, encompassing the Latin, Syro-Malankara and Syro-Malabar rites.  Each day will 
witness the celebration of the Eucharist under the different rites.

Pope Francis will convey a message and blessing via a special video.  All parishioners are asked to pray for 
the success of the Congress.  A special logo, hymn and prayer (which we have already been reciting in our 
parish) have been created for the occasion.

October 2015

St. Theresa’s Parish along with 
its Prayer Group - Spirit of Love.

Luke 6:36
“Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful”

Inviting All Parishioners To

Rev. Dr. Augustine Vallooran VC and his team 
from Po�a - Divine Retreat Centre - Kerala.

A �ree-Day Programme Conducted By

Dates: 20th to 22nd November, 2015.
  Time: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Venue: St. Theresa’s Church / Grounds, Bandra.

COME AND BE BLESSED!

Organised By

“Be Merciful”“Be Merciful”
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Build with the Lord Juanita Rodricks
rd

Around 90 parishioners had an opportunity to “Build with the Lord” on Sun. 23  Aug. at 
an event organised by the Bible Cell in the School Hall.  The evening started off with an 
opening prayer by Fr. Daniel, who was accompanied by SVD Provincial Fr. Paul.

Participants were initially given a symbol, with each representing a prominent person 
from the Bible.  All then introduced and formed themselves into groups according to 
their symbol.

An audio-visual presentation followed on the Genesis story of sons Jacob and Esau and 
the conflict that ensued because of Jacob's deception of their aged and blind father Isaac.  The story served 
as an example to compare with similar happenings in our own families today.

Participants later enacted short skits that showed that though families today might continue to experience 
the same conflicts, attitudes and emotions as in the Old Testament, if we build our lives in obedience to 
God's will and with love for one another, we can make a difference.

Many thanks to Livia and the team for their hospitality and for helping us to learn how to “Build with the 
Lord.”

Nativity of Our Lady
th15  Road SCC

th th
The 15  Rd. SCC celebrated Our Lady's birthday on September 8  and 
prayed the Rosary together at Lata-Soni CHS.  

The celebrations began with a procession of children strewing flower 
petals in the path of the statue of Our Lady which was carried by Loretta 
Fernandes, who reverently placed it on a beautifully decorated altar.  
Placards depicting the three sacramentals (the Rosary, the Miraculous 
Medal and the Brown Scapular) were displayed and the significance of 
each was explained by our youth (Sharon Pereira, Saurabh Chikodrawala 
and Christina Parmar)

Loretta led the community in praying the Rosary, meditating on the 
Joyful Mysteries.  Each decade was led by the little children (Diya 
Mahesh, Olivia Rodrigues, Rebecca Fernandes, Jessica D'Souza and 
Sasha Gonsalves) 

Sr. Gesualda of Duruelo Convent then spoke a few words, encouraging us to make the Litany of Our Lady 
more meaningful in our lives.  Her practical suggestion was to take one title from the Litany and live it for a 
week, for example children should start with “Seat of Wisdom.”  Sr. Gesualda distributed Brown Scapulars 
and Miraculous Medals to all present.

This was followed by a quiz on the sacramentals that had just been explained, and a special Housie based on 
the Litany.  The games and fellowship sought to bring the community members closer to each other, and 
build a spirit of … KNOW � LOVE � SERVE. 

Sunday School
The Sunday School conducted a Novena for its students on the nine days leading up to Our Lady's Birthday 
on Sept. 8.  The students gathered each evening in church at 6:30pm to pray the rosary in front of the icon of 
Our Lady to the left of the altar, finishing in time for the 7:00pm Mass.  Many thanks to the Sunday School 
teachers for conducting this and setting an example for our youth.

October 2015
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their symbol.

An audio-visual presentation followed on the Genesis story of sons Jacob and Esau and 
the conflict that ensued because of Jacob's deception of their aged and blind father Isaac.  The story served 
as an example to compare with similar happenings in our own families today.

Participants later enacted short skits that showed that though families today might continue to experience 
the same conflicts, attitudes and emotions as in the Old Testament, if we build our lives in obedience to 
God's will and with love for one another, we can make a difference.

Many thanks to Livia and the team for their hospitality and for helping us to learn how to “Build with the 
Lord.”

Nativity of Our Lady
th15  Road SCC

th th
The 15  Rd. SCC celebrated Our Lady's birthday on September 8  and 
prayed the Rosary together at Lata-Soni CHS.  

The celebrations began with a procession of children strewing flower 
petals in the path of the statue of Our Lady which was carried by Loretta 
Fernandes, who reverently placed it on a beautifully decorated altar.  
Placards depicting the three sacramentals (the Rosary, the Miraculous 
Medal and the Brown Scapular) were displayed and the significance of 
each was explained by our youth (Sharon Pereira, Saurabh Chikodrawala 
and Christina Parmar)

Loretta led the community in praying the Rosary, meditating on the 
Joyful Mysteries.  Each decade was led by the little children (Diya 
Mahesh, Olivia Rodrigues, Rebecca Fernandes, Jessica D'Souza and 
Sasha Gonsalves) 

Sr. Gesualda of Duruelo Convent then spoke a few words, encouraging us to make the Litany of Our Lady 
more meaningful in our lives.  Her practical suggestion was to take one title from the Litany and live it for a 
week, for example children should start with “Seat of Wisdom.”  Sr. Gesualda distributed Brown Scapulars 
and Miraculous Medals to all present.

This was followed by a quiz on the sacramentals that had just been explained, and a special Housie based on 
the Litany.  The games and fellowship sought to bring the community members closer to each other, and 
build a spirit of … KNOW � LOVE � SERVE. 

Sunday School
The Sunday School conducted a Novena for its students on the nine days leading up to Our Lady's Birthday 
on Sept. 8.  The students gathered each evening in church at 6:30pm to pray the rosary in front of the icon of 
Our Lady to the left of the altar, finishing in time for the 7:00pm Mass.  Many thanks to the Sunday School 
teachers for conducting this and setting an example for our youth.
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AppealAppeal
Vision is looking for 
talented writers and 
editors to serve on 
its Editorial Team.  
Please contact the 
p a r i s h  o f f i c e  o r 
Sheila Fernandes, 
editor.

Vision is looking for 
talented writers and 
editors to serve on 
its Editorial Team.  
Please contact the 
p a r i s h  o f f i c e  o r 
Sheila Fernandes, 
editor.

Christ Café along with the Theresian Youth 
Movement organised a walking pilgrimage for 
the youth of our Parish to the Mount on 9th Sept.  
As decided, we met at the church grotto at 
6:30pm where we recited the first decade of the 
rosary and prayed to Mother Mary to grant us the 
grace to know and do the will of God.

When we began our journey to the Mount we 
were around 15 of us along with our animators, 
which then increased to 20 people on our way 
and finally to about 30 (as some Confirmation 
students joined us at the Mount).  We recited the 
second decade at St. Paul's grotto and prayed for 
all priests and nuns, being the year of 
Consecrated Life declared by Pope Francis.

Since we had to attend the 7:30pm Mass we then walked at a quick pace straight up to the Mount.  We 
were tired but yet when we reached we felt refreshed.  After Mass we continued with the rosary, with the 
third decade at the Basilica itself, where we prayed for families – our own in particular and for our 
parents – and for the upcoming Synod on the family. 

It was coincidental that the Gospel at Mass that day was about the miracle at the wedding at Cana, and 
how Jesus and Mary are concerned about our families.

The fourth decade was up at the Oratory of our Lady opposite the Basilica where Royston explained to 
us the role Mary plays as “a guiding star” pointing us to Jesus the only Way and how we could turn to her 
whenever we are lost or confused and she will point us to Jesus. 

We ended with the last decade at the Cross between the Basilica and the Oratory; laying our lives and 
our plans at the foot of the Cross, knowing that the Power of the Risen Lord is always with us.  It was 
overall an amazing experience to walk along with God.

Walking Pilgrimage to Mt. Mary Ornella Hanso

MARRIAGES (United in Love)

Angelo Zuzarte & Bernardine Linda Ferreira                                   16-09-2015

                

Theresa Mary Pereira                                       88 years                    18-09-2015 
Bento Graciano D'Souza                                 86 years                     23-09-2015 
Mary Daniel Solanki                                         83 years                     27-09-2015 
Mary Clarissa Rodricks                                   81 years                     05-10-2015 
Milagrin Tavares                                               81 years                    09-10-2015 
Nazareth P. Gigool                                           88 years                     09-10-2015
Doris Theresa D'Souza                                    84 years                    14-10-2015
Philomena (Polly) Rego                                   83 years                    16-10-2015

DEATHS (Rest In Peace)


